
Junior Referee Quiz!   Question 1 

   2018       Match the 3 words to their correct definition:  
           

Team Name:  

 

 

Team members: 

           Question 2 

Decide whether these statements are either True or False, 

about  

making a LET decision 

                                                    

An opponent does not have to make an effort to move away    True/false 

from their shot after they have played it. 

The player calling let had to have made an effort to the ball      True/false 

to get a let or stroke. 

The only way your opponent can interfere with your shot is      True/false 

by standing in the area of your swing.  

/12 points A let can be rewarded to a player even if they call let after         True/false 

a double bounce 

1. Let If your swing and/or path way to the ball is 
affected by your opponent. 

 

2. No Let If your swing and/or path way to the ball is 
prevented or completely dangerous to play 
because of your opponent. 

 

3. Stroke If your swing and/or path way to the ball is 
not affected by your opponent. 

 



Question 3        Question 5 

If you are the referee or marker of a match, and are unsure what to call  What person/s calls “outs”, “downs”, “faults”, “not ups”, and “stop”, call 

(e.g. let or stroke, or, out or in), what do you do?     during  the match? 

a) Referee 

b) Marker 

c) Players 

d) Referee and Marker 

 

 

 

Question 4        Question 6 
 

What person/s makes decisions such as “let”, “no let”, and “stroke”?  What is the definition of these words in Squash? 
a) Referee         a) Fault 

b) Marker         b) Down 

c) Players         c)Not up 

d) Referee and Marker        d) Out 

               e) Stop 

  



Question 7       Question 9 
 

Bob hits a drive to back of the court and stands at the T.   Paul hits a tight drive down the side wall to the back corner.  Lance who was  

Fred goes to retrieve the ball and boasts it. The boast hits bob  in the front opposite corner, runs to retrieve it and bumps into     

on the leg. The boast was not going to make it to the front wall  Paul trying and calls a let. The shot looks very unlikely for Lance to get back.  

Fred calls a let. What is the right call?     What is the right call? 

 

What if the ball was going to make the front wall? What would the 

call be?         What would the call be if the shot did look likely for Lance to get back, but 

           Lance called let still a meter away from the ball? 

 

Question 8       Question 10 
 

Kelly serves the ball and stands on the T. Her serve travels to the   Joelle retrieves a drop shot in the front corner and plays a drop shot herself.  

back of the court to a meter behind where she is standing. Amanda  Abbie comes from the T and stops 1 meter away from the shot with her  

goes to retrieve the serve but realizes Kelly is in the line where she racket down and standing up straight. Abbie calls a let.  

was going to play her shot. Amanda calls a let.    What is the right call? 

What is the right call? 

        

 



Question 11       
 

Evan hits a drive that pops out to the T, where he is standing.  

Kaitlyn comes from behind with her racket up. Her access to the ball 

and to swing is completely prevented by Evan. Kaitlyn calls a let.  

What is the right call?  

 

 

 

 

Question 12 
Tim hits a drive that goes to the back of the court and does not hit  

the back wall. Adam goes to hit the ball on the full (volley), and sees  

Tim is in front of him a meter away from himself. Adam calls a let. 

What is the right call?          


